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ON NASALITY IN 'ACEHNESE 

Since the primary goal of language is communication of meaning, formal 
aspects of language should be studied in terms of distinctiveness. The 
linguist's task is to determine and to describe the semantic correlates of 
the formal differences which he encounters in a language. The only reliable 
way to do this is in cooperation with a native informant. Distinctive 
features are the ultimate constituents of the linguistic code (Waugh 1976); 
they are the smallest parts on the plane of expression whose presence or 
absence can be proved to have communicative value (Stokhof 1979) and 
thus enable the listener to identify linguistic forms. 

The phoneme is defined as a set of distinctive features which has the 
following qualities (Kortlandt 1972): 
a) the fact of its being a unit, 
b) the distinctive unorderedness of its constituent features, and 
c) its orderedness in time, i.e. its position in the speech flow. 

Distinctive features are determined by means of a functionalit'y test 
(Ebeling 1960), which establishes absence or presence of functional equi- 
valence or identity between phonetically different (dimensions of) sounds 
which are substituted for each other in the Same position. After identifica- 
tion of distinctive features along the paradigmatic axis, they are arranged 
into phonemes on the basis of a segmentation test (Ebeling 1960): along 
the syntagmatic axis concurrent combinations as wel1 as sequentia1 com- 
binations of distinctive features are encountered. 

In the former case, i.e. where features are functionally simultaneous, a 
phonemic unit is posited. In the latter case, where features are found to be 
functionally successive, they are ascribed to different, juxtaposed phon- 
emic units, orderedness being an essential characteristic of the phoneme, 
not of relevant features. The segmentation test proves that phonetic events, 
while being partly ordered in time, i.e. dispersed over longer stretches of 
sound, are nevertheless usually only functionally operative in restricted 
concurrent combinations (for features which on the phonemic level are not 
concurrent with one single phonemic unit, the so-called joint features, see 
section 3.2 below). For example, suppression of the feature palatality in 
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the central part of the Indonesian word [b(a)'l ^añdic-u] (-/b(a)landja/ 
'to go shopping'), yielding *[b(a)'landicy], does not result in an interpreta- 
tion by the hearer which would be different from that of [b(a)'lAañdic-u]. 
The form [b(a)'lfiañda], however, is rejected as a possible realization of 
/b(a)landja/ 'to go shopping' and would probably be interpreted as an 
actualization of /b(a)'landa/ 'Holland; Dutch'. The phonerne derives its 
existenceper se from the functional concurrence of features; in the central 
part of /b(a)landja/, palatality co-occurs with other features, but does not 
do so functionally (Stokhof 1979:ll). 

Given the crucial role which in this view is ascribed to the phoneme in the 
identification of linguistic forms, it is easily understandable that I reject 
suggestions that phonemicization of a language is not a prerequisite for 
linguistic analysis (see section 2). From my point of view, this is a contra- 
dictie in terminis: if a phoneme is a linguistic unit, i.e. part of the linguistic 
systern of a language, then a language should be described in terms of 
these units. 

Distinctive features in different environments are identified on the basis 
of their functional value as reflected in their substitution possibilities and 
considering their positional constraints. Consequently, phonemes in differ- 
ent positions are identical if they are constituted by the Same distinctive 
features (Martinet 1947). This implies that phonetically different sounds 
in different positions may be functionally equivalent (cf. Jakobson's rela- 
tional invariance, Waugh 1976). 

I wish to underline here that in this approach everything hinges on the 
concept of distinctiveness. Similarity between sounds on the subphonernic 
level does not imply functional equivalence. For example, [ä] in ['má] and 
[i] in ['bi] in Acehnese must be differently phonemicized, according to 
the substitutability of the feature of nasality: nasality in ['mä] may be 
suppressed without jeopardizing the linguistic identity of the form; but loss 
of [ - ]  in ['bi] yields a different form with a different meaning. 

1. Durie (1985) offers the following vowel phoneme system for Acehnese 
(data mainly from the Bireuen area, North Aceh)': 

Table 1 

high i i u U u U 
high-mid e e o 
m id E Ä 3 
low-mid E A 3 

low a 5 

1 For the pertinent realizations, see Durie 1985:15 ff. D[w] = S[n], D[p] = S[e]. 
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Nasal vowels are encountered in stressed position2 (Durie 1985:21, iii). In 
unstressed position they are found only after a preceding 'nasal stop' (i.e. 
a nasal consonant)? the nasal-oral distinction in the vowels is said to be 
'phonemically redundant' in unstressed position (Durie 1985:21, v). Syl- 
lable-initia1 'plain' nasal consonants always precede nasal vowels (Durie 
1985:20, iii). If the initia1 segment of a penultimate syllable is a nasal 
consonant and if a glide or nasal consonant intervenes between the two 
syllables, then the final vowel is likewise a nasal (Durie 1985:22, i). 

The author posits four nasal consonant phonemes, lm, n,p, g/, with three 
main distributional variants: (1) 'funny nasals' [h, fi, 3, Íj] occurring as 
syllable-initia1 consonant phones only, and (2) 'plain nasals' realized as: 
(2a) syllable-initia1 consonant phones [m, n, p, g], and (2b) syllable-final 
consonant phones [mo,  na ,  IJ' ] @I' is lacking). Group (1) is found only 
before a following non-nasal vowel or consonant and only in stressed 
syllables. Examples are: [ti'íjaj] 'to dwell', [rtîono ] 'dew', [Íjramo ] 'angry'. 
The phonetic data on 'funny nasals' are scanty and not very clear; they are 
characterized acoustically by a longer duration than that of plain nasals, 
while airflow measurements show a lesser rate of air flow through the nose 
(Durie 1985:15). Durie refers tp Catford (1977), who suggests that Aceh- 

2 According to Durie, stress falls on the final syllable of the word (Durie 1985:30, also Durie 
1987: 133). According to my own observations, however, often the penultimate is stressed, 
which may be explained by differences in dialectal systems. Further research is necessary 
here, the more so since both the oral-nasal neutralization and the phenomenon of 'funny 
nasals' are reportedly determined by the absencelpresence of relative prominence. By 
'stressed' Durie means accentuable, i.e. capable of bearing stress, as opposed to syllables 
which can never bear stress. On stress in Acehnese see also Cowan 1981529,  Snouck 
Hurgronje 1893:428 ff. 

3 Durie, considering the stop-like obstmction in the oral cavity more characteristic than the 
uninterrupted air outflow through the nasal cavity, prefers the term 'nasal stops' (my 'nasal 
consonants') for nasals occurring as syllable-final consonant phonemes (Durie 1985:12), 
and in general for 'plain nasals', i.e. [ m , n ~ i ,  g] (Durie 1985:21-22, 25). He employs the 
latter term in contradistinction to the so-called 'funny nasals', i.e. [m,fiJì, q], which Cowan, 
in turn. calls 'clusters of nasal + homorganic stoo' or "'orenasalized" consonants' (Cowan 
1981:524), and Snouck Hurgronje 'combinations' ('combinaties') (Snouck ~ u r ~ r o n j e  
1893:410). I shall use the term 'iarvnzeaiized nasals'. A sham distinction should be drawn , 
between Dune's 'nasal stops', Durie's 'funny nasals', Cowan's 'clusters', and Snouck 
Hurgronje's 'combinations' on the one hand, and what the latter calls 'sterk nasale vari- 
anten van medeklinkers' (strongly nasal variants of consonants) (Snouck Hurgronje 
1893:368), i.e. those consonant segments that occur before nasal vowels, on the other. 
Following in Snouck Hurgronje's footsteps, Cowan also ascribes nasality to the conEn- 
antal segments occumng as initials of stressed syllables (Cowan 198 1526): Co, Sn ['CV] 
= D, S ['CV]. He tentatively suggests the terms 'nasalized consonants' (Cowan 198 1522) 
and 'nasal consonants', and considers these sounds to be the 'phonetically nasalized 
variants of the corresponding oral ones', which according to him are 'phonologically 
distinct phonemes' (Cowan 1981:526). See also Cowan 198 1525,  'nasalised variants of 
certain consonants [....l are really distinct phonemes standing in clear opposition to their 
oral counterparts'. An opposition such as [ ' p i a p l ]  'to suck' vs. ['piap?] 'hom for bullets', 
is interpreted phonemically by Cowan as /Piab/w/piab/, where the capital indicates the 
'nasalized consonant' phoneme (see also Durie 1987:138). See Durie 1985:20, v, for 
syllable-final stops and their treatment (D [p' 1, Sn b, C o  /b/, my /P/). 
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nese distinguishes between 'lightly' nasal and heavily nasal consonants, 
and, in addition, to Lawler (1977), who describes 'funny nasals' as (a) 
having 'significantly reduced nasal air flow', and (b) being 'slightly longer 
than ordinary nasals', and who remarks that (c) they 'do not produce the 
Same allophones of vowels in their environment as do the plain nasals' 
(Durie 1985:24). 

Durie (1985:26) points to a similar series of nasals for Gayo and Rejang 
(Coady and McGinn 1982). The latter introduce the term 'barred nasals', 
which contrast with ordinary nasals and would appear to be similar to 
Acehnese 'funny nasals'. Jaspan refers to the special nasal series in Rejang 
as being articulated 'with an implosive attack'. McGinn (1982) describes 
them as 'phonetically ingressive'. Coady and McGinn (1982:439) offer the 
following suggestions for the implosive/ingressive character of the nasals 
(in consultation with Iovanna Condax, University of Hawaii): 
1) Rapid drop of the larynx during articulation of the nasal, creating just 

enough sub-glottal pressure to create an ingressive flow of air into the 
mouth at the release of the nasal; 

2) Rapid expansion of the pharynx; 
3) Rapid expansion of the oral cavity, with a drop of the jaw just at the 

end of the nasal consonant. 
They eventually decide in favour of an interpretation put forward by Blust, 
however, which actually suggests that a barred [m], as compared with a 
cluster [mb], is 'a pseudocluster [mb] with only the briefest of velic clo- 
sures' (Coady and McGinn 1982:443). 

My own observations lead me to believe that what we have here is the 
phenomenon of the 'tight voice', that is, tension in the laryngeal muscu- 
lature. In some instances (e.g., in &y] 'sugar-cane crusher') a downward 
movement of the larynx (with the glottis vibrating) is easily discernible. 
This may cause a momentary lowering of the pressure behind the oral 
closure and result in a slight implosive release characterized by the ab- 
sence of outflow of air. This lowering accounts for the particular phonetic 
quality, namely a slightly higher degree of resonancy, which is attested in 
vowels following these laryngealized nasals. In slow, deliberate speech the 
release or interception is quite clearly audible, whereas in elliptical sub- 
code speech, this is much more difficult to discern.4 

2. Restricting ourselves to the position in which al1 the oppositions occur, 
i.e. the stressed syllable, 'CV(C), Durie's phonemic analysis can be sum- 
marized as follows (using meaningless sound sequences): 

Cornpare Cowan (1981524): "'Prenasalized" consonants, notably those consisting of 
nasal + hornorganic voiced stop [Cowan's italics], often fuse int0 a sirnple nasal in the 
spoken language'. 
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Table 2 

['ma] - D /'ma/ 
['m ä] - D /'mä/ 
['bal + D /'bal 
['bä] d D /'bal 

Here the difference between [m] and [m] is actually explained in terms 
of the contiguous vowels [a] and [ä] respectively, and since the existence 
of an opposition between nasal vowels versus oral vowels after non- 
nasal consonants in the language is easily demonstrable, e.g., [khEpt ] 'bad 
smell' versus [khept] 'to make fire with a flint', the author preferred 
a phonemic interpretation, viz. D /'ma/ vs. /'mä/ instead of /'ma/ vs. 
/'mä/. 

This phonemicization yields a series of seven nasal vowel phonemes: D 
/i, G, ü, E, l, 5 , ä / ;  had the distinction been ascribed to the consonants rather 
than to the vowels, then, in addition, four consonant phonemes would have 
had to be posited. Interestingly enough, Durie (1989:27 1) states explicitly 
that an oral vowel cannot follow a 'plain' nasal stop (['ma]); only ['mä] is 
permissible. According to my own observations, both realizations occur, 
and the suppression of the feature of nasality in ['má] did not yield different 
interpretations by my informants. I agree with Durie that 'this disagree- 
ment about the phonetic facts is fundamental' to the phonemic analysis of 
Acehnese. 

In my review (Stokhof 1988) of Durie 1985, I suggested neutralization 
of 1'21 and /'a/ after nasal consonants: S/'mA/. The difference between S 
/'ma/ and S /'mA/ would then be that there is opposition of the oral-nasal 
correlation in the former form versus absence of this distinction in the 
latter. This solution was based on the free variation [ä-a] attested after 
[N] in the speech of my own Acehnese informants. Consequently, we 
arrive at the following phonemicization: 

Table 3 

['ma] d S /'ma/ 
['mä] ...+ S /'mA/ 
['bal 4 S /'bal 
['bä] - S /'b21 

In unstressed syllables the oppositions are much simpler, according to 
Durie: [ma] and [bä] are absent, and [ä] occurs only after nasal consonants. 
Below, Durie's analysis is compared with mine (assuming neutralization 
of /a/ and /ä/ after nasal consonants, and a virtual opposition after non- 
nasal consonants (Stokhof 1979: 13)). 
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Table 4 

Although Durie considers his phonemic analysis 'phonetically trans- 
parent and efficient' (Durie 1985:23), he seems nonetheless somewhat 
dissatisfied, for: 'Acehnese [....l does not fit comfortably in the phonemic 
corner of typological hyper-space'. He quotes Lyons (1962: 132), obvious- 
ly with approval, where he says 'that it is always possible to phonemicize 
a language does not prove that one always should phonemicize', and 
concedes that his analysis runs counter to the intuition of his native 
informants, according to whom: 

1) 'Nasal vowels after nasal consonants are not thought of as marked for 
nasality.' 

2) 'Their nasality is thought of as being conditioned by the preceding 
consonant.' 

3) "'Funny nasals" .... are felt to be in contrast with the shorter, "plain" 
nasals.' 

4) And consequently, 'the contrast between [má] and [ma] is felt to be in 
the consonant rather than in the vowel, and it is the second combination 
which is felt to be the specially marked one.' (Durie 1985:23.) 

I am under the impression that Durie is not referring here to the (linguistic) 
intuition of naive native informants. It is a well-known fact that this type 
of information can only be used with much caution. A naive informant's 
judgement on markedness is obviously of a different order than the con- 
ception of markedness of linguists. I assume rather that Durie is refemng 
to the analyses of his Acehnese fellow-linguists Abdul Gani Asyik (1972) 
and Budiman Sulaiman (1977). 

Indeed, no previous author (with the inclusion of non-Acehnese special- 
ists such as Snouck Hurgronje, Cowan, Djajadiningrat and Lawler) arrived 
at an analysis comparable to that of Durie ('despite its advantages for 
phonetic description' (Durie 1985:23)). Below are given the different 
'Phonemic Analyses of Nasality', partly based on Durie (1985:24). 

Table 5 
D L, A B Co, Sn S 

['ma] - /'ma/ /'ma/ /'mbal /'mbal /'ma/ 
['mä] - /'m&/ /'ma/ /'ma/ /'ma/ /'mA/ 
['bal - /'bal /'bal /'bal /'bal /'bal 
['bä] - /'bä/ /'bal /'bá/ /'Ba/, /'Ba/ /'bä/ 
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Durie comments that /'ma/ is orthographically more efficient than his own 
/'mál for ['mg], and thus is used in the orthographies as developed by the 
Acehnese. He rejects /'mbal for [ 'ha] for phonotactic reasons, saying that 
'it complicates the statement of syllable structure', and objects to an 
analysis which assumes a distinction between 'essentially oral vowel pho- 
nemes (but phonetically nasalized after ordinary nasal stops) and nasal 
vowel phonemes', namely L,A,B, /'ma/ - ['má] and L,A,B, /'bá/ - ['bá] 
(Durie 1985:23). Abdul Gani Asyik and Lawler are said to 'obscure the 
important generalisation that what they cal1 nasal vowel phonemes are a 
set of phones identical with the vowels following ordinary nasals' (Durie 
1985:24; also Durie 1987). Durie characterizes Abdul Gani Asyik's ana- 
lysis of ['má] and [ 'ha] in terms of their consonants as 'striking', the more 
so since Abdul Gani Asyik's work is said to be very accurate in other 
respects. Two reasons for preferring his own analysis to that of Abdul Gani 
Asyik are, according to Durie, that: 
l )  vowel nasalization is the most prominent phonetic difference; 
2) the set of nasal vowel phones following nasal stops corresponds exactly 

to that of the nasal vowels following oral consonants, so that 'by the 
criteria of phonemic analysis it is clear that this should be regarded as 
a vowel contrast' (Durie 1987:140). 

Durie is not able to explain (and neither am I) the decision of Snouck 
Hurgronje, otherwise a keen observer of linguistic phenomena, to ascribe 
nasality after 5, k, t, Q, t*, b, p, w, g (in gr), 'en misschien nog enkele meer' 
(and perhaps a few more [consonants]) (Snouck Hurgronje 1893:368), to 
these preceding consonants, calling them 'sterk nasale varianten' (mar- 
kedly nasal variants) of the plain consonants. Some ninety years later, 
Cowan, who seems to have worked in the same area, likewise ascribed 
nasality in ['CV] to the preceding consonant, but considered these seg- 
ments as obviously not 'varianten', since he posited a whole series of 
(mostly voiceless) nasal consonant phonemes, viz.: Co /P, B, T, C, K, S, 
H, R, W/ (Cowan 1981523; see footnote 3). 

The N series is symbolized by Snouck Hurgronje, as wel1 as by Cowan, 
as a nasal plus homorganic voiced stop (mb, n 4  ndj, ngg). The former 
remarks that these 'combinaties' melt together so as to become new sounds 
comparable with m, n, nj and ng, i.e. [m, n, p, g] respectively.5 However, 
while the latter series is usually nasal, the former series does not 'sound 
nasal' (Snouck Hurgronje 1893:370,410; translation, W.S.). Snouck Hur- 
gronje's information on nasality is correctly rendered by Durie (1985:24), 
who, however, is mistaken where he reproaches the former for failing to 
inform us about nasality in vowels preceded by the so-called 'nasalized' 
consonants. So, where Snouck Hurgronje discusses the so-called nasal Q 
(Snouck Hurgronje 1893:396), he ends the paragraph with the words: 

5 Snouck Hurgronje (1893:409) reports the phenomenon of the 'melting together' of nasal 
plus voiced consonant into a single sound for certain Malay dialects, too. He explicitly 
mentions 'Boenoef, West-Borneo' in this connection. 
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'alles natuurlijk met nasaleering van den volgenden vocaal' (al1 this of 
course with nasalization of the following vowel). And further: 'De nasale 
variant van de 5 dien wij evenals de Atjehers met E zullen afbeelden .... deelt 
natuurlijk zijne sterk nasale uitspraak aan den volgenden vocaal mede' 
(Snouck Hurgronje 1893:374) (the nasal variant of 5 which, like the 
Acehnese, we wil1 symbolize with E ,  .... of course communicates its mark- 
edly nasal pronunciation to the subsequent vowel).6 

It is clear from the above that Durie's treatment of Acehnese nasality 
is different from that of his predecessors in that he: (1) describes the 
difference between 'funny' nasals and 'plain' nasals in terms of comple- 
mentary distribution, and (2) considers the nasality in the vowel following 
the nasal consonant to be distinctive. Durie suggests that, since 'phonemic 
analyses of Acehnese are unavoidably problematical' because nasalization 
is localized in just one phoneme, a prosodic treatment should be resorted 
to. Nasal consonants would then be regarded as nasal phonemic units, but 
nasal vowels (and nasalized glides) as instances of syllable-level nasal 
prosody. I fail to see how this approach explains the 'native speaker's 
intuitions concerning the location of the phonological contrast', since a 
syllable prosody is distributed over the whole of the syllable and is not 
restricted to its initia1 section. 

Durie elaborated his views on the prosodic treatment of nasality in Durie 
1987, in which the orthographic representation of Acehnese vowels is 
further discussed. Recent orthographic systems approximate Budiman 
Sulaiman's analysis (see table 5 above), which induces Durie to state that: 
1) Nasality is symbolized on the one hand by a vowel contrast - B /'bal 

versus B /'b&/ (compare D /'bal versus D /'bä/) - and on the other 
by a consonant contrast - viz. B /'mbal versus B /'ma/ (compare D 
/'ma/ versus D /'m&/). 

2) This symbolization can be made sense of if nasalization is represented 
in a not strictly segmental way in the speaker's internal phonology. 

3) 'The realisation phonetically of the vowel can be understood as due to 
certain rules or conventions, not an inherent part of the representation 
itself (Durie 1987: 144). 

4) Consequently, their orthographies encode an at least partially unseg- 
mented phonology where vowel nasalization is marked as a feature of 
one segment, but is located prosodically over a larger unit of the 
representation itself (Durie 1987:144). 

5) This cannot be expressed as such, since orthographies themselves are 
segmental (i.e., linearly arranged) (Durie 1987: 144). 

The criteria pertaining to his phonemic analysis which I encountered in 
Durie's work are phonetic similarity, and distributional (phonotactic) and 

6 On the other hand Durie, refemng to these strongly nasalized consonant variants, states 
(Durie 1987: 138): 'Although i t  is clear from Snouck Hurgronje's 1892 [read: 1893, W.S.] 
article that he was aware of the nasalization of the following vowels [....l1. 
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morpholo~cal  considerations. Distinctiveness as a criterion is nowhere 
mentioned.,Several levels of representation are assumed: 
a) an underlying, 'deeper, inner, prosodic' level, where nasality extends 

over the whole syllable, 
b) a phonetic level ('much closer to actual articulation'), and 
c) a 'natura1 phonemic' level. 
So, according to ~ u r i e ,  the differences between (c) and the phonemic 
analyses andlor orthographics of his Acehnese colleagues must be accoun- 
ted for by 'the differing ways in which phonological representation can be 
accessed' (Durie 1985:22). In other words, their 'orthographic intuition' is 
partly based on level (a), which must explain the difference (if that is what 
it is) between actual realization (b) and the phonemic analysis (c). To my 
mind, this hypothesis does not elucidate why Abdul Gani Asyik and other 
Acehnese authors opted for their 'inconsistent' spelling system (i.e., why 
they chose to express their insights int0 the 'prosodic deep level' by 
symbolizing D /má/ versus D /ma/ as ma versus mba, D /b%/ versus D 
/bal as bä versus ba). Here Durie provides US with three possible reasons: 
I) phonetic intuition, 
2) orthographic efficiency, and 
3) markedness. 
I cannot refrain from quoting Durie's explanation of l )  in full here. He says: 
'Because the phonetic contrast involves nasality the contrast is felt to reside 
on the nasal segment: the nasal stop in NV and the nasal vowel in CT. This 
explanation relies on the speaker having some access to his phonetic 
intuitions whilst forming his orthographic intuitions although the phonetic 
awareness is dominated or, filtered by the prosodic nature of the inner 
representation.' (Durie 1987: 145.) 

3.1 Neutralization means that an opposition which proved operative in a 
given position (or positions) ceases to be distinctive in one or more other 
positions (Stokhof 1975). My suggestion (/'mA/ - ['mä - 'ma] versus 
/'ma/ - ['ma]) assumes an archiphoneme /A/ in a number of forms, while 
for another set of similar forms the opposition /a/ versus /á/ in the Same 
position (after N) allegedly remains distinctive. Neutralization as defined 
above applies to al1 instances occurring in a certain position, whereas in 
our case neutralization is present in some cases but absent in others in the 
very Same position, i.e. after N. So this is not a very satisfactory solution, 
after all. 

Another possibility is that we are confronted with optional features here. 
Optionality allows of two different phonemic forms in a given position (or 
positions) without loss of (or any difference in) their linguistic identity in 
certain cases, whereas in similar cases only one form is possible in the same 
position. Ebeling (1967) cites examples such as Polish chore [xore] 'sick' 
(non-plural, non-masculine), biorg [bjore, bjorë] ' I  take', where the sup- 
pression of nasality in biorg does not result in a rejection by the person 
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receiving the information as a possible/acceptable realization of the latter 
form. A realization * [xorë] for [xore] proved unacceptable, however, 
which, as Kortlandt (1972) correctly pointed out, demonstrates the distinc- 
tiveness of nasality in this positon. Phonemes which allow of such an extra 
(i.e., optional) feature, which may be omitted without any consequences 
for the interpretation by the hearer or addressee, are called 'heavy' pho- 
nemes. As we have seen, the converse does not hold true: not al1 forms in 
[-e#] accept optional nasality. 

For Acehnese this analysis would result in a heavy phoneme /V/ with 
nasality as an optional feature, e.g.: 
/m5n, mm/  'wel]' versus /mon/, */mön/ 'dew', 
/JI;,P^ 1 'right' versus /py/, */py/ 'sugar-cane crusher', 
/nip, naPt 'female genitals' versus /nap/, */náP/ 'to peep'. 
Since forms such as *[mön], *@y] and *[Aápl] are not admissible, nasality 
is distinctive after [N]. However, this analysis proves to be incorrect 
because it phonemicizes the words for 'female genitals' and 'to peep' 
partly in the Same way, while it attributes the difference between the forms 
to the vocalic segment. There are at least two other options, viz.: (1) a 
description in terms of the consonant segments (the solution of the Aceh- 
nese scholars), or (2) a description in terms of both segments, ,i.e. 'joint 
features'. 

3.2 Kortlandt (1972) proposed the term 'joint features' for cases where a 
distinctive feature is part of a number of successive phonemic units sim- 
ultaneously. As a possible example he suggests the Lithuanian pair garas 
'steam' versus geras 'good'. In the latter form the presence of either a 
palatalized consonant ([gj áras]) or a front vowel ([gëras]) is sufficient to 
distinguish 'good' from 'steam', whereas in the former there must be 
question of non-palatalization (i.e., absence of a palatalized consonant 
plus front vowel) in the consonantal as wel1 as in the vocalic element for 
it to be distinguishable from 'good' (also Ebeling 1978). 

Could it be that Durie's suggestion that nasality should be interpreted 
prosodically, i.e. over two (or more?) successive segments in the speech 
flow, may possibly be analyzed from this point of view? It is probably 
superfluous to remark here that, contrary to Durie, I do not reject the 
phoneme as a linguistic unit, but seek to discover how the ordering of the 
distinctive feature of nasality must be described with respect to the other 
features which constitute phonemes (Kortlandt 1972: 149). From this point 
of view, nasality in Acehnese cannot and need not be described in terms 
of syllabicity (prosodics): a test proves that in [ 'dal nasality is explicitly 
restricted to the first segment, in ['bá] to the final segment. In ['má] it may 
be phonetically distributed over both segments, or restricted to the initia1 
one, viz.: ['ma], but from a functional point of view i t  is located in the 
consonant. The latter conditions (optionally) the nasality in the neighbour- 
ing vowel; the converse does not hold, e.g. ['bá] # ['má]. Consequently I 
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must reject the idea that nasality is unordered in respect of place: phonet- 
ically this is true, but functionally it is not. 

In our case one might be tempted to assume that the presence of 
interceptedness and absence of nasality are joint relevant features, because 
they would both be necessary to keep ['ma] distinct from ['mä]. On the 
other hand, either the absence of interceptedness in the initial segment of 
the latter form or the presence of (optional?) nasality in its vocalic,segment 
could then be sufficient to distinguish it from ['ha]. This could then imply 
that the presence or absence of interceptedness in the initial nasal conson- 
ant is relevant before [a], but not before [i], whereas the nasal versus oral 
articulation of the vowel is relevant after [m] but not after [m], viz.: 
( l )  [ 'ha] versus ['ma], but (2) *['mg] = ['mä], and 
(3) *['mi] versus ['ma], but (4) ['mi] = ['ma]. 
This appears to be the case: (1) is operative, and so is (3), for *['mg] is 
rejected as a variant form of ['ma]. Identification (4) is correct. In case (2), 
however, informants distinguish [m] versus [m] before [ä]. 

4. My own recent (non-instrumental) tests, in fact, point to a solution to 
the problems which is actually very close to that of the Acehnese scholars 
who interpret the opposition ['ma] versus ['mä (- 'ma)] in terms of 
consonant phonemes. I would suggest a provisional7 rephonemization of 
nasality in the Bireuen dialect along the lines set out below. 

1) ['bal versus ['bi] -./'bal versus /'bi/ 
(compare D /bal versus Ibäl). 
The feature of nasality is concurrent with the vowel (not with the 
consonant, contrary to what Sn and Co state to be the case); coarticu- 
lation in the preceding segment(s), if possible, is irrelevant, e.g.: 
[WE ?l - /WE?/ 'young buffalo'. 

2) The nasal-oral correlation in vowels is neutralized in the following 
cases. 
2.1 Syllables after a nasal consonant (Durie 1985:21,v; 22,i; 23), viz.: 

['mä - 'ma] - /'mA/ (D /'mg/) 
[ mä - ma] - 1 mA1 (D 1 mal) 
(but it is operative after [m]: *['m21 versus ['ma]). 
Nasality here is positionally conditioned and facultative. 

2.2 Stressed syllables with initial /w, y, h, ?/ after a preceding syllable 
with a nasal consonant which are not separated by a morpheme 
boundary, e.g.: 
[mä'\N;] - /mA'wO/ 'rose'. 

2.3 The following archiphonemes are posited (compare table 1): 

7 Further (instmmental) research on the basis of one particular dialect is needed for the 
phonemic system to be determined completely. My data may be partly dissimilar from 
those of Durie. 
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Table 6 

3) [m'ba] - /M'ba/ (D /mbal) (f ['ma]). 
Word-internally before stops, [m], [n], Ip], and [g] 
(- /m,n,jl,g/) are probably neutralized into /M/ (Dune 1985:22,ii), e.g.: 
/mAM'plam/ 'mango', /rttM'cog/ 'Acehnese dagger', 
/taM'ke/ 'stalk', /baM'gali/ 'Bengali', IbaM'duml 'all'. 
D/mba/, S/M'ba/ is opposed to D/ma/, S/ma/ if Durie's pairs are 
correct8, viz.: 
Dlhamal 'slave' versus Dlhamäl 'chicken louse', Slha'mal versus 
S/ha'mA/, 
D/bwna/ 'thing, valuable article' versus D/bu~nä/ 'genuine', S/btitt'iîal 
versus S/btt'nA/. 

4) ['ma] - /'ma/ D /'ma/. Neutralization of [ma] and [mA] in unstressed 
syllables (?/MA/) needs further investigation. 

Since a pronunciation ['mba] (or [mba], for that matter) appeared to be 
inadmissible for ['ma], I am opting for a monophonemic solution, 
namely /'mal versus /M'ba/. My (non-instrumental) investigations 
suggest that /ml is characterized by the simultaneous presence of the 
phonetic features: 
a) interceptedness in the consonant, and 
b) a relative degree of resonancy in the subsequent vowel, as opposed 

to /m/ (marked by absence of either feature). /m/ is optionally 
realized as a combination of a) and b) in the explicit subcode, but 
as b) only in the elliptic subcode. 

In 3) the occlusive is the determining factor for neutralization of the 
preceding nasal consonants; in other words, the alternative substitution of 
the pertinent phonemes does not yield any change in meaning. In 4), to be 
sure, nasality in the initia1 segment of the laryngealized nasal series con- 
ditions the nature of the homorganic interceptedness, but since there is a 
demonstrable opposition between different degrees of interceptedness in 
the system (see above), a neutralization, say /'mBa/, is out of order here. 
This analysis yields the following phonemic forms (compare tables 3, 4 
and 5): 

8 The [m$] realizations of D/m/ and /n/ in the words for 'slave' and 'thing' were rejected 
by my informants and replaced by [mb] and [nd] respectively. 
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Table 7 
stressed unstressed 

[ma] - /'fis/ */fiat) or (?) /MA/ 
[má] - /'mA/ /mA/ 
[bal - /'bal /bal . 

[bá] - /'bá/ */bá/ 

5. To my mind the orthographic representations by Abdul Gani Asyik and 
Budiman Sulaiman are not so inconsistent after all. Durie interpreted the 
distinction between ['ma] versus ['má] and ['bal versus ['bá] exclusively 
in terms of nasality of the vocalic segment, lumping every [á] together on 
the basis of phonetic similarity, and explaining the difference between [m] 
and [m] away in terms of complementary distribution. The Acehnese 
authors ascribe nasality correctly to the 'location' in which the feature is 
distinctive, i.e.: 
1) in the vowel, after a non-nasal consonant: S/'bá/ - b'a, e.g. h'an 

D/hán/, 'not', S/hán/ 
(after nasal consonants nasality is neutralized and consequently is not 
indicated: S/'mA, mA/ - ma, e.g. mata D/mäta/, 'eye', S/mA'ta/, 
rumoh D/rumjh/, 'house', S/ru'mOh/); 

2) in the consonant: 
2.1 before neutralization of oral and nasal vowel phonemes, SI'mA, 

mA/ ma, e.g. hama D/hamá/, 'chicken louse', S/ha'mA/ 
2.2 before stops, S/Mba/ - .mba, e.g. bandum D/bandum/, 'all', 

S/baM'dum/ 
2.3 in 'funny nasals', S/'ma/ - mba, e.g. hamba D/hama/, 'slave', 

S/ha'ma/, mbôn, 'dew', Dtmonl, S/mon/. 
Leiden 1991 

ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS USED 

[. .l - 1. .l l .  . l  is the realization of [. .l 
I. .l - [. .l [. .] is realized as I. .l - is wntten as 

C 
C 
C l  
ColK, Hl 
C o  
' O V  
D 
Ind. 
L 

morpheme boundary 
absence of morpheme boundary 
Abdul Gani Asyik 
Budiman Sulaiman 
consonant . 
nasalized consonant 
unreleased consonant 
nasalized consonant 
Cowan 
stressed syllable 
Durie 
Indonesian 
Lawler 
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nasal consonant 
'funny nasal' 
laryngealized nasal 
syllable-final nasal consonant 
Stokhof 
Snouck Hurgronje 
archiphonemes 
heavy phoneme 
vowel 
nasal vowel 
nasal vowel (Acehnese orthography) 
raised vowel 
in variation with 
optional 
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